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Campaign goal may be reached tomorrow
Close to $90 million
raised in five years
BY JOSEPH LORD

Herald reporter
Tom Hiles had never set foot in
Kentucky, much less on the Hill, before
interviewing at Western at the request of
its newly appointed president.
Six years later, he and his staff have

He declined to say what the current personality for Western over the last few
years. It's aggressive, ambitious, entretotal is.
"I'll just say we're very close," Hiles preneurial and nationally focused."
The campaign has led to 94 new
said.
scholarships
and 24 endowed professorWestern increased its goal from $78
ships
since
it
began on July 1, 1998,
million to $90 million in April 2002.
according
to
documents
provided by the
President Gary Ransdell said the camoffice
of
Institutional
Advancement.
paign has played a major role in molding
Ransdell said all its gifts allow
Western since he took the helm in 1997.
Western
to do things it nonnally can't do
"Dero Downing often said that unithrough
state
funding and tuition revenue.
versities are a lot like people, they have
Hiles agreed.
personalities," Ransdell said of the for"Campaigns are about supplementing
mer president. "Well, we have defined a

brought Western millions of dollars from
alumni and others across the nation.
Soon, they'll take it over the top.
Western is expected to announce a
donation tomorrow that will put it over
the $90 million goal of "Investing in the
Spirit," the university's first capital campaign.
The campaign ends on June 30, but
the total amount raised during its fiveyear run will not be announced until the
gala on Sept. 19, said Hiles, now the vice
president for Institutional Advancement.

Forensics
sweeps
contests

the priorities of the university," he said.
English professor Mary Ellen Miller, a
former faculty regent, said she welcomes
the campaign's soon-to-be met goals and
congratulates Ransdell, Hiles and his
staff.
"I think their ability to raise that kind
of money when the economy is not in the
greatest shape in the world is really kind
of phenomenal;' she said.
Reach Joseph Lord at
news@wlaiherald.com.

Politician

Dawn of Spring

shares
•
experiences
Jackson is lone female
candidate for governor

BY MAI HOANG

Herald reporter
Members of Western's forensic team couldn't stop the tears
when the results of the National
Forensic Association tournament
were announced. Luckily, they
were tears of joy.
Western took first place in
the NFA tournament, held
April 17-21 at Ball State
University.
Courtney Smith, a junior from
Downers Grove, Ill., said the
announcement was emotional.
"There aren't words to describe how beautiful it was," she
said.
The team placed first out of 85
colleges and universities.
With a win at NFA, Western is
the first team to win all major
forensic
tournaments
is
in one year.
Caleb
first
Wtlliams, a
sophomore team to win
from Lewisall major
ville, Texas,
said NFA tournaments
was especially tough.
"It was
more of a dog fight than the other
tournaments," he said.
Team members said the wins
were a group effort.
"Being close to your team
puts you far ahead of everyone
else," Smith said.
President Gary Ransdell said
the winning record has brought
Western into a national spotlight.
"I think, in my opinion, this
achievement of winning all three
national tournaments and the
international tournament, knowing that it has never been done in
intercollegiate (competition) by a
single university, is the most significant achievement that Western has attributed," Ransdell
said.
Judy Woodring, the program
director for forensics, declined to
comment for this story.

BY KANDACE
SEBASTIAN

Herald reporter

Western
the

inone year.

Reach Mai Hoang at
news@wlaiherald.com.

Shannon Guthrie/Herald
Nashville sophomore Chris Cohen scores a goal during lacrosse practice Monday at Smith Stadium. Coach Ryan
Frockt said he is looking for more players to add to the 15-member team this season, its first official season. The
team is 0-4 but hopes to change that this Sunday at Smith Stadium. "Lacrosse is the fastest game on two feet,"
Frockt said. For more springtime photos see Page 6B.

Discouraging words for
Republican gubernatorial candidate Rebecca Jackson only make
her skin thicken.
She's heard it all before.
With her hands in constant
motion and eyes focused on her
audience, Jackson shared her
experiences about gaining respect
as a woman in politics.
Jackson, the former Jefferson
County judge executive, spoke to
Saundra Ardrey's Women in
Politics class Tuesday afternoon.
Jackson is the lone female
candidate for governor.
Jackson
said
her
assertiveness and
preparedness have
carried her
though her
political
career.
Rebecca
"Being
Jackson
in power is
like being a lady," Jackson said.
"If you have to tell people you
are, you aren't."
She talked to the standingroom only crowd about her struggles and determination to move
ahead in politics, no matter the
obstacles.
Jackson said she wanted to be
politically active since the day
she registered to vote. She said
being just a citizen in politics
wasn't good enough.
"Your voice carries more
weight inside government than
on the outside of government,"
Jackson said.
Jackson first ran for public
office in 1989. She won the election and became the first woman
county clerk in Jefferson county.
She served two consecutive

Su
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Committee recommends four student fee increases
One-time maintenance fee would go to rewire electrical system
vides power for the campus failures as they come about,"
through underground wires. said John Osborne, associate
Parts of the system are as old as vice president of facilities and
Lights on. Lights off. Lights
the campus itself and some are campus services.
on.
over
50 percent of their life
Osborne said he has witA new $58 student fee is the
expectancy,
Construction
nessed
past failures caused by
first step to keeping the lights
the aging electrical system.
on during the fall semester by Manager Ed West said.
The proposed fee will match
"When it does it, it will
continuing work to fix
Western's aging electrical sys- state funds to begin phase impact multiple buildings for
three, budgeted at $4.3 million, multiple days," Osborne said.
tem.
On Tuesday, the Board of of a 10-phase project to consolIn fall 1995, 13 buildings
Regents' budget and finance idate Western's four power on campus lost power for more
committee approved a one- substations into one substation. than 10 hours on the first day
"We just need to get the sys- of classes. A cable at a subtime $58 fee to improve the
campus electrical system.
tem replaced and upgrade
The electrical system pro- instead of simply fixing the
SEE REWIRE PAGE 3A

$36 fee would cover cost to expand parking structure

BY JESSICA SASSEEN

BY ADRIANE HARDIN

Herald reporter

Herald reporter

I

The number of parking spots
on campus is about to increase.
But student fees might, too.
The Board of Regents' budget
and finance committee voted
Tuesday in favor of a $36 per
semester student fee increase that
would fund a construction project that will add 900 parking
spots to the structure.
The proposal will now go to
the Board of Regents for a final
vote May 9.
If approved, the project could

Police cruisers restriped

Rest and Relaxation

On Tuesday

Campus police cars were
recently suited with new paint jobs.
Page6A

Student Activities sponsors a
number of recreational programs
for students. Page 1B

A look at how driving under
the influence can affect a student
personal]y and legally.

begin immediately, but it won't
be completed for the fall semester.
The project will cost $10 million, said Gene Tice, vice president of Student Affairs and campus services. Western will pay for
construction via state bonds that
total $10 million.
"We have to generate enough
money to pay off that bond in
twenty years," Tice said.
He said the $36 student fee
will be in effect until the bond is
paid off. At that time, Tice said,
administrators could reconsider
how to allocate that fee.

Student Government Association passed a resolution this
semester that supported a $36 fee
increase if the parking structure
was rezoned to accommodate all
student permits next year.
SGA President Jamie Sears, a
member of the parking committee, said she is confidant that the
structure will be open to all permits next year.
"We can't ask for a better
location," Sears said last week.
"If we can get it through

S£E

PARKING PAti E
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Check the Web at www.
wkuherald.com for an online
gallery of printable Herald
front pages .
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By the numbers

Weather watch
Today

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Monday

Day

60

Percent of college students
wbo own a cell pbone

70

Percent of college
students wbo pay tbelr
OWD cell pbone bill

Getting a kick out of it

Administrators work to
accommodate teachers
questions about the schedule
should call the College of
HOPKIN S
Education and Behavioral
Herald reporter
Sciences. He added that he is
Western administrators are sending letters to superinten?determined to accommodate ents and principals and will
teachers in surrounding school advertise in newspapers and on
districts who will be taking the radio so teachers know they
classes on the Hill this summer.
can be accommodated.
School closings due to snow
Burch said the majority of the
during the winter will leave teachers will take classes at the
many of these teachers in their College of Education and
own classrooms during the first Behavioral Sciences.
week of summer classes at
Sam Evans, Associate Dean
Western, said Summer School of the College of Education and
Director Luther Hughes, also the Behavioral
Sciences,
said
associate vice president of changes in the schedule for gradAcademic Affairs.
uate courses were made three
But most of the teachers will years ago when schools began to
be accommodated.
close later and open sooner.
''Teachers in the school sys''To the extent possible, we
tem are a very important part of try to schedule a number of our
our summer school population," graduate courses for evening and
Hughes said.
weekends," Evans said.
At a department head meetHe said most of the classes
ing yesterday, he said, depart- during the first week of summer
ment heads were asked to either are at night or on the weekend.
push afternoon classes for the He said there are a few in the late
first week to about an hour later afternoon that will be altered to
or work with individual teachers begin about an hour later.
who are enrolled for classes durEvans said these adj ustments
ing the first week to accommo- should accommodate everyone
date them. After the first week of since there are very few daytime
classes, classes will resume at classes.
their normally scheduled time.
"I'm very optimistic that we
"We definitely are working to are going to be able to make
do some accommodations in the adjustments, where needed, to
schedule," Provost Barbara accommodate the students," he
Burch said. "We're going to said.
work with every teacher that
wants to be enrolled."
Reach Shawntaye Hopkins at
Hughes said teachers with news@wkuherald.com.
BY S H AWN TAY E

photo by Thomas Cordy
Franklin freshman Josey Smith, Louisville senior Jeremy Lyverse, Bowling Green resident Cory

Kemble and Erik Jacobs, a senior from Asheville, N.C., form a hackey sack circle yesterday outside of their residence on State Street.

► Crime Reports
Reports
♦Brian R. Franklin, Keen
Hall, reported Monday the tailgate, worth $150, stolen from
his 1993 Ford Ranger parked on
Big Red Way.
♦A Western female reported
Monday receiving harassing
cornmun~cations to her c,lorm
room froril a male acquaintance.
♦Ron D. Slavic, Inventory
Control Manager, reported

Monday the window of a 1988
lnternational school bus parked
in the Russellville Road lot broken out. Damage totaled $200.
♦Julianne G. Tabor, Southwest Hall, reported Monday
that she received a bill for a
credit card she had never
applied for. She said the credit
card's billing ijddress was. her
old residence in Minfon Ha11.
♦Andrew
W. Jackson,
Southwest, reported Monday

Westem Kentucky Unhersity

the passenger side window of
his 1995 Chevrolet Impala,
parked on the seventh level of
the parking structure, broken
and his CD player worth $700
stolen. Damage totaled $200.
♦Jerry W. Sloas, Ceco
Concrete Construction Company, reported Monday a window
of one of the constrµction trailers at the Ogden Drive tonstruction site shot out. Damage
totaled $200.

♦Penny F. Price, Facilities
Management, reported Tuesday
the side view mirror and taillight of a Western 1984
Chevrolet S-10 parked on the
third level of the structure damaged. Damage totaled $100.
♦Joshua
M. Cheatham,
Keen Hall, reported Tuesday his
parking permit worth $65 stolen
from his 1988 Chevrolet
Beretta parked in the Creason
lot.
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DOMINO'S PIZZA BUFFALO
CHICKEN KICKERS™
Tender cuts of all white chicken
breast with a kick of Buffalo flavor
baked right In. Includes Hot Sauce
and Ranch for dipping.
1O-plece SS.99

Breadsttcks smothered with
cheddar and mozzarella cheese.
then baked to perfeclton. Includes
Marinara Sauce for dipping.
8-p!ece S3.99
Breadsltcks sprinkled with
cinnamon and sugar. Includes
sweet vanilla Icing,
8-p!ece S2.99

Big, juicy wings In Hot, Fire or
Barbecue flavor with Ranch for
dipping.
1O-p!ece SS.99

SELL YOUR BOOKS AT
BAK ER BOYS!
Bowling Green,KY 42101
Receive cash for your text
books along with a coupon for

OR MORE!

South Bowling Green

781-1000

$1.00 off any food item.

Best Choice Books will buy
your books April 30 - May 9
from 9 a.m. till 4 p.m.

3901 Scottsville Rd.

----------,----------,----------I~~ PIZZAS I ~
I
I~~ PIZZA I~~ & STIX 1~~ 3 PIZZAS 1

1~~ X-LARGE

2

I One Extra Large
.
p•
I 1T
I -1opp1ng izza
I

I 2 ~zwo. MgePd,ium &
I
- oppm izzas
8-pc.
Breadsticks
1
I

sggg
I
I
I
I
.

II
1-Topping
S1299 I

plus lax

* Ask for Offer # 149 *

.

plus tax

* Ask for Offer # 136 *

1~'6
DELIVERY 1~'6
I ~ SPECIAL . I ~
I
One Large
I
.
.
I 1-Topping Pizza
I
I

L

$7.99

......

* Ask for Offer #105 *
Additional Toppings Only s1.25 Each.
DeP.r Dish s1 00 Exira Expires 5/31/03

PIZZA {k
DOTS

I
One Large
I 1-Topping Pizza &
I 12-pc. Domino's Dots
I

II

I
I.

$999

..~...

* Ask for Offer #142 *
Additional Toppings Only s1.25 Each
Deep Dish s1 00 Extra Expires 5/31/03

1
1
I
I

Three
MEDIUM

Three
\!:;i!g
1
Pizzas
Pizzas
s13~~ s19~~~ I

I
II * orr~~f~~ 3 * * Ask for33 3 * I
x
Offer #! •
II
I DeepA~~~=ti~~:
~ddltlonal Toppings.

I Hand
Additional Toppings Only S1.25 Each.
I Deep
Addlt1onal Toppings s1.oo Each Per Pina
Tossed Crust Only Expires 5/31/03
Dish S1 Extra Per Pizza Expires 5/31/03
L ••-••••••-4-•••••--•-+

II
'

650 US 31W Bypass

All prices subject to clulnge without notice. Customer pays applicable sales tax.

'

BACKASMUCH

781-6063

DolS of dough baked to perfection
and covered with cinnamon.
Includes sweet vanilla Icing.
12-p!ece S3.99

Baked to a golden brown. Includes
Marinara Sauce for dipping.
8-p!ece S2.99

& WE'LL PAY

East Bowling Green

DOMINO'S DOTS"'

BREADSTICKS

SHORTER LINES

781-9494

2201 Stonehenge Ave.

CINNA STIX~

BUFFALO WINGS

1265 College Street

West Bowling Green
&WKUCampus

CHEESY BREAD

er Pizza. Expires 5/31/03

~--Mar;••t
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I

I
I~~

I
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1 1-Topping
p·
1
I
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I
I
I
I

II S2600 II
I
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REWIRE: Western to match funding

Yearly cost of cable tv......................... .. ............... ....Approx.$714
Waiting for the bathroom ....................................... Aprox.78 hours
Yearly laundromat cost..aprox. $240 (& 78 hours of study time lost)

station which provided currents to the top of the Hill
burned in half. Western was
told that its underground electrical system had reached the
end of its service.
Eight years later, the same
system remains in use.
During summer 1999,
phase one of the project
began.
Bowling
Green
Municipal Utiliti~s provided
power from a new substation
to a vault beside Smith
Stadium, West said.
Phase two supplied power
from the vault at Smith
Stadium to a vault between
Gilbert and McCormack
Halls.
West said that phase took
Gilbert, McCormack and the
heat plant off of the old system and put on the new system.
Phase three, which the
approved fee will pay for, will
supply more power to the new
science building from the
vault in the Valley.
When the entire project is
finished, West said all of the

Look on your friends face when she·
finds out what you have at Western Place

Mead said. "Instead of $4.2
million, (Western was) very
fortunate to get $1.8 million."
She said when budget
council made recommendations, there was no way to
meet the $1.8 million match.
The fee hike to $58 is to fulfill the obligation to match
the state funds and ensure
enough money to fix the system, Mead said.
"If the electrical system
shuts down, the campus shuts
down," Mead said.
Western signed an agreement to match the $1.8 million that it has already
received from the state, Mead
said. She said the bid came in
higher than expected for this
phase of the project and
Western will still have to find
$684,000.
Mead said that money
should come from unbudgeted revenue from next fall's
enrollment.
The full board will vote on
the issue at its quarterly meeting on May 9.

old infrastructure distribution
system will be replaced with
new cables and underground
vaults. The voltage will
increase from 4,160 to 12,170
volts.
Western has received $1.8
million in state funds to begin
work on the electrical system
under the condition that it
provides an additional $1.8
million for the project, Chief
Financial Officer Ann Mead
said.
This one-time fee will
allow Western to achieve a
full match of the state funds
and access to the matching
pool funds for the projects,
Osborne said.
A one-time $36 Facilities
Improvements Matching Fee
was approved in August by
the Board of Regents. Mead
said the board knew in August
a $36 fee would not fully fund
the $1.8 million needed, but
the intended 2003-04 budget
would pick up the rest.
"We thought we would
have the revenue generating
capacity in the '03-'04 budget
that we wouldn' t have to
come back to the students,"

CONTINUrD FROM FPO NT PAGE

Reach Jessica Sasseen at
news@wkuherald.com.

PARKING: Construction can begin
Dietle said the additional focus groups with SGA memspaces in the structure would bers, and then we presented it
(Tuesday's) board meeting, affect only a few students but to SGA as a whole, and their
construction can begin imme- would be paid for by all stu- sentiment has been very in
diately, and this time next dents.
favor of it," she said.
year, we could be looking at
"I think that there is someIn addition to adding 900
new parking spots."
thing inherently unfair about spots to the parking structure,
The addition of 900 spots making all students pay a
· other changes could occur
would give the structure a parking fee that will affect
near the structure.
total of 1,900 spots. Tice said only a few," Dietle said.
If approved, Dogwood
the structure would be open to
He said that the additional Lane would be partially
all permits except faculty and spots will hardly make a dent
closed because the addition to
staff.
in parking for commuter stuthe structure could be rerout"Half of it will be dedicat- dents.
ed.
Tice said Dogwood could
ed to residence halls and half
Dietle said he believed the
be
moved between Gilbert
to commuters," Tice said. students who would be nefit
"Only students will be in the from the structure should be Hall and the steam plant. He
said it would . be a narrow,
parking structure."
the ones to pay for it.
Tice said the parking and
He said that SGA's support two-lane road.
Facilities management offtransportation committee will of the fee carried a great deal
ices
may al so be moved to a
be responsible for making of weight.
new
location across the rail- ,
decisions about zoning after
"If students don' t like that
the structure reopens.
$36 parking fee, they should road tracks from Diddle
Arena.
Finance committee mem- talk to SGA," Dietle said.
ber Robert Dietle was the ·
Sears said students see med
Reach Adriane Hardin at
only member to vote against in favor of the fee .
the proposal.
"I've held a couple of news@ wkuherald.com.
CO NT I NUED FROM FRONT PAGE

Priceless.

RENT INCLUDES CABLE, ELECTRICITY WATER, SEWER & TRASH• PRIVATE
BATH AND BEDROOM • WASHER & DRYER • PEST CONTROL• STATE-OFT HE-A RT FITNESS CENTER• GAME ROOM WITH BILLIARDS,
FOOSBALL & PING PONG• VOLLEYBALL• FULLY EQUIPPED KITCHEN
BEDROOMS WIRED FOR HIGH SPEED INTERNE=T CABLE. & PRIVATE PHONE LINE
._ P~CE AND PRIVACY• •URNISl-!ED •PATIO/BALCONY• 80/ P 11TH • 480/41:' 1 l

Western Place• 720 Patton Way• 781 -5600 • www.theplacetolive.com
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.New librirf and radio fee•
out,ofspace/ he said,
Pr-011ost Barbara Burch

♦A

$12 library fee was
usly forwarded to the
of Rege11ts on Tue$day
budget aod finanee com•

bool<S shelved
§e 6f space
conafraints ln the 111:mary.
A compact shelvJng sys~
tam wm be installed to create
more space, she siid. It's
expected to cost h much as

The ftltl Mard Wit! \/Ote 6n

&

IP ~(f (U" HJ'VR ~.

$12.99

20 pack
12 oz NR bottles

$9.99

Busch &
Bush Light

$8.99

18 pack
12 oz Cans

Milwaukee'
Best, Light,
& Ice

$6.99

$6.99

12 pack
12 pack
12 pack
2 oz NR bottles 12 oz NR bottles 12 oz NR bottles

Jim Beam

Seagram's

Gin

Helm-cravens Library has
· struggfed in recent
s with
lf)flatlOl'I co
of QO
and
pe
a1
arie$ Dean
M.
I 81nder said,
There are other problems
facing the library.
#We are quickly running

$300,0QO.
"There was M

750 ml

~1&!flj

~ \ ~ ~1

--~

,

$15.99

tioo.

way we

The fee was approv~ In a
student referendum on April 1
after the Student Government
A$$0¢1atlOfl passed lt,

• - JosePh iorc

To WKU Students 15% Discount! When Rent Quarterly!
Reserve your space nowl You lock ond you keep your key. Years of serving Western's students • 2 blocks from campus.

CiUARANTEED TO MEET COMPETITOR'S PRICES

Bacardi
Rum

Ca,

Furniture
RV

12x25

10x20

Boat

12 pack
12 oz Cans

$7.99

$9.99

750 ml

750 ml

750 ml

E & J Brandy

$12.99

along the $3 fee fot WWHR
~1.7, the student radio sta-.

out supporting the Ubratt."
aurch said,
She said the fee. which

-~-

aoard of

$4.99

$7.49

T
$14.99

♦The

budget and finance.
also 'tlMnlmot.tsly passed

could stand another year With-

781-1886

$7.99

Commercial Inventory
Business
Records

10x15

10x10

Books

SxlO

A Space and Price Just For Your Needs
Convenient Location, Security Fence and lighting,
... Discount When Paid Quarterly . ·..

Sizes Available:

10.99

$3~0.()00.

said there
on, ea

the fee May 9.

lllJ!jJj.
Budweiser. W)ftftw

would be recurtl~, Is expected
'to bring in 4119re than.

10x30 5x!O IOx!O 10x20 12x20
5xl5 10xl5 10x25 12x25

136 St. Charles Ave.
Off Russellville RD
Bowling G reen, KY

Enjoy doing the
'boot, scoot, and boogie?'
Come out and enjoy the night at REDZ with a
country music theme!

Q.EDZ COUNTQ.Y NIGHT
Friday, April 25th
8:00pm - 11:30pm
Bowling, Billiards, Ping Pong(

,

.~t -

~

DUC
~

$3.00 w/ WKU ID
$5.00 w/out WKU ID

\";f:,

Sponsored by Downing University Center. DUC is a component
of the division of Student Affairs and Campus Services.
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Editor Erica Walsh:
editor@wkuherald.com
News editor Brandy Warren:
news@wkuherald.com
Opinion editor Daniel Pike:
herald@wkuherald.com

OPINION

"Congress shall make no law ...
abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press ... "
- First Amendment, U.S. Constitution

College Heights Herald • Western Kentucky University • Thursday, April 24, 2003 • Page 4A

Editorial

Donations could
benefit all on
'
Westerns campus
.

estem certainly hit the
jackpot during the past
week, securing just over
$1.2 million in donations to various programs.
The gifts - $750,000 from an
anonymous couple and $475,000
from Greenview Regional Hospital
- will help fund the nursing program, the new athletic complex and a
visiting professorship in the College
of Education and Behavioral
Sciences.
Though the donations will be funneled into narrowly-defined areas, the
donors' generosity could have an
expansive effect on a growing campus struggling with financial issues.
Each of the beneficiaries of these
contributions is a worthy cause.
Much of the larger donation
addresses the funding needs of the
planned
Academic
Athletic
Performance Center, and the remaining $250,000 - which will be
matched by Kentucky's Regional
University Excellence Fund - is a
rare gift to the College of Education.
Greenview's donation is less selfless, but by no means less important.
In response to a nationwide shortage
of nurses, the hospital's scholarshipfor-work program should stabilize its

W

own nurse force while enhancing the
educational and occupational opportunities for nursing students.
Thanks to such donations, Western
is able to continue to make progress
during tough economic times.
Western remains very much entangled in the web of state budget cuts.
But substantial financial support from
alumni and the Bowling Green community allows the university to further stretch and make better decisions
with the money it already holds.
Though the donations are targeted
at specific areas, their impact should
reverberate across the Hill.
This editorial represents the
majority opinion of the Herald's JOmember board of student editors.

Letters to the
editor policy

Letters to the editor
The following letter is in response

to Matt Bogard's letter titled "Taxes
an unfair burden," which appeared in
the April 22 edition of the Herald.

Complalnlng about taxes
does no good
The machine that Mr. Bogard
spoke of, the U.S. government, was
established on "certain inalienable
rights ... among these are Life,
Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness."
To aid American citizens, taxes
have been set up in city, county, state
and federal governments. The government officials who determine the use
of said taxes are elected officials. They
have been placed into power by the

voters because our founders demanded no taxation without representation.
Therefore, you must put your vote
to use and vote for a candidate who
best represents your political views
and opinions.
Do so in hopes that the candidate
will increase funding in education for
better sex education, law courses and
chemistry classes, wherein students
will learn the consequences of unsafe
sex, crime and the use of toxic chemicals.
I also find it comforting that
OSHA makes an effort to protect people who work with hazardous chemicals and to ensure that people must be
licensed to operate heavy machinery,
distribute alcohol and drive motor
vehicles.

In response, no, I have not forgotten the gift of the Bill of Rights. I only
learned from my educators that you
must actively make the system work
as opposed to standing by and complaining when it fails.
Michael Dirkes
Burlington senior

91.7 appreciates
referendum support
The staff and students of WWHRFM, Revolution 91.7, would like to
take this opportunity to thank
Westem's student body for its support
in passing the referendum vote during
SGA elections.
After the vote, many of you attend-

ed Revolution Mayhem. That concert
was one way for us to immediately
show our appreciation. More largescale shows are on the way as we continue to grow and progress as a station.
Now, with your support, WWHR
can take the next step in enhancing the
way we entertain in this community.
After all, we are a radio station, and
that is what radio stations do.
It is our hope that Revolution 91.7
can become a recognizable force in all
of south central Kentucky. You have
made a major contribution toward
helping us achieve that goal.
Now, relax and let us rock you like
you have never been rocked before.
Thank you so much!
The staffofRevolution 91. 7

The Herald encourages readers to write letters
on topics of public interest.
Here are a few guidelines:
♦ Originality counts. This isn' t class, $9 please
don't submit plagiarized material.
♦ Letters shouldn't be more than 250 words,
♦ Letters must include your name, photie .ntun•
bet, hometown and cfassifkatio.n or title. Without
it, they will not be consideted for pU\'.>llcation..
Here's how to reach us:
♦ E-mail us at herald@wkuhetald.com.

♦ Submit letters through. WWW;Wktiherald.cotti,
♦ Callus at 745-6291.
♦ Fax us

at 745-2697.

♦ Visit the Herald office.at 122 Garrett Center:

Commentary

College students are the mature ones, right?
What is it with kids these days?
I ~dn't notice it until recently, but the
questlon seems to pop up in my head partlcularly when I'm in the public sector.
. Take Wal-Mart, for example. It never
fail~ that, wh~m I'm mindin~ my own
b~sm.ess,. pushing my cart, I witness some
kid pitching a fit because one of Mommy
or Daddy's interests conflicted with his or
her own.
~d the~ the precious little ang~l
decides to kick and scream and drag his
or her feet across the supennarket floor.
! ~ess ~uch be~avior is to be expected. l_(i~ will be kids. I probably should
!md 1t m my heart to be more understandmg. After all, I am a college student.
Well, here's another one for you. What
about teenagers today?
.
.
Some of them walk around with therr

......=--__._.__ __;;.._

Zach Mills
pants half off their butts (something colJege students never do), fluorescent colors in their hair and every kind of piercing covering them from head to toe.
Litet'ally. I'm not saying it's wrong. It's
just different.
Some walk around like the world
revolves around him or her, strutting with

his or her headphones on, blasting music
so loud that every person within 10 feet
knows exactly which disturbingly amusing issues are on Eminem's mind or how
many times FABOLOUS will spell his
name on his album.
.
Some teens have leather Jackets and
tom jeans and are too cool to notice the
fine specimens that we college people
are.
On a more frightening note, .some of
these young people look more like body
builders and bouncers than middle or
high schoolers.
I can't lie. Whenever I'm alone and I
come across one of these young people
with bulging muscles, I'm constantly
searching for possible exits in the event
that one of th~m suddenly becomes violent. I only weigh a buck fifty, and every-

Tops and Bottoms •••
Thanks to Student Government
Association for purchasing lots of benches
here Westem's weary Hill climbers can
rest their winded bodies.
Congratulations to Patty Booth,
eather Stubblefteld and Lynne
webnon for their elections to the Staff
Council.
Welcome back and good luck to
Danin Hom, an old Hilltopper favorite

ho has returned to lead the men's
basketball team.

Nice job by West.em's graduate stunts/instructors who are breathing life into
me otherwise forgettable undergraduate
courses.
It was tough to decide whether to give a top or
bottom to Jo-Ann Albers, the partially-retiring Journalism and Broadcasting department
head. She gets a bottom, though, because she
leaves such big shoes to fill.
Well, Patrick Sparks, we certainly enjoyed
having you around. And good luck, wherever
you eventually settle.

one knows that most teenagers travel in
packs.
Maybe I'm being a bit unfair. I guess
it's not fair to prejudge and label all
teenagers based only on appearance. Not
e_very one ?f them looks or acts like that,
nght? Besides, all that experimenting is
just how they choose to express themselves, right?
So I'll back off a little on our selfexp~sing,. wild-haired, weird-dressed,
mus1c-blastmg, mean-mugging millenniurn teens.
Bless their hearts. They're just a little
confused, but not like us college students.
There's not much to say about us, really. We're hard-working, responsible citizens. We're very punctual, especially
wh~n it comes to going to our jobs and
gettmg up for early morning classes on

Friday after a late Th d
.
We don't fi t urs. ay rught.
.st
every one
~t Paz:nes, and ~e res!
peer pressur o~e ~nevitable run ms with
indulge in ale ~
could ~rsuade us to
We're th~on or narcotics.
. .
cated ones theorrnal ones, the sophiStlwould I
mature ones. Or so we
else _ ~a~urselves - and everyone
We'
·
knowl:; ec~llege stud7nts! The. n_i-ost
me tall gstah
a le, non-fi~ger pointing,
e n ~
le, responsible, self-rightous an confused breed there is.

off

f

°

d

?-a,ch Mills is a senior print journalism
ma1
fv!urfreesboro, Tenn.
opzmons expressed in this comm;_;;tary represent only those ofthe writer
~ nokyt of the Herald or of Western
entuc University.

;r,tom_
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Committee proposes room names
The board will vote on these
recommendations May 9.
"I think it's important to give
Neil F. Budde is repaying an back something to organizations
old debt to Western.
that are important to you and your
He is one of IO people who career," Budde said.
will likely have rooms named
Among those receiving honafter them in the new Media and orary naming are Student PubliTechnology Hall. Five are being cations Director Bob Adams,
honored for their donations to School of Journalism and BroadWestern's broadcasting and jour- casting Director Jo-Ann Albers
nalism department and five others
and David Whitaker, the first
were selected for their career conjournalism
department head.
tributions.
Frances
Richards, the first edi"Some wonderfully talented
tor
of
the
College
Heights Herald
people have built the program to
and
a
long-time
Herald
adviser,
the level of national prestige, and,
as we open this building, we need and Charles Anderson, a leader in
to recognize them pennanently," the development of public broadcasting, will also be honored.
President Gary Ransdell said.
Ransdell and David Lee, dean
A recommendation was made
and approved by the Board of of Potter College, made the namRegents' executive committee at ing decisions for the building.
"(Lee and I) agreed on who
its Tuesday board meeting. The
recommendation was to name wac; most significant, who has
several rooms in the Media and played the most significant roles
Technology Hall, Lady Topper in building those programs on a
Basketball Office Complex and significant level," Ransdell said.
Lee said it was important to
the Kentucky Museum after
donors and distinguished alumni. honor people who helped make
BY JESSICA SASSEEN

Herald reporter

The
Best
Pizzas
Under
One
Roof!lM

Serving WKU & Vicinity:
1200 Smallhouse Road
781-9898

Dine-in, Carryout
& Delivery:
2631 Scottsville Road
782-9056

Extra Large 16"
1-Topping
Big New Yorker Pizza

the journalism program possible
and to find donors for Western
programs.
Among those being recognized for their contributions are
Budde and his wife Virginia
Edwards and alumni Alan and
Cathy Palmer and Virginia Davis.
Cornelius Martin, vice chair of
the Board of Regents, will also
have a room named in his honor
in the new building. Landmark
Community Newspapers were
also recognized for their contribution.
Mitchell and Mary "Belle"
Hunt made a donation to the Lady
Topper Basketball Office .Complex. Mary Hunt is a Western
alumna.
Two rooms will be named in
the Kentucky Museum due to
donations from Dr. Thomas and
Nancy Baird and Thomas and
Audrey Redfprd. The Bairds and
Thomas Redford are alumni.

Reach Jessica Sasseen at
news@wkuherald.com.
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Campus police

New fleet on Hill
Design changed
on patrol cars
BY ABBEY BROWN

Herald reporter
With a new car and a fresh
coat of paint, the campus police
department is patrolling the
Hill in style.
The department . recently
purchased a 2003 Chevrolet
Impala and decided to redesign
the striping on all of their cars.
The department, which now
has five cars, has restriped the
new car and one of the old cars
and plans to redo all of them
over the next couple of years,
Capt. Mike Wallace said.
"We wanted a design that
was more representative of the
university," Wallace said. "The
old design has a lot of blue and
white. The new design has a bit
more red to tie into the university."
Campus Police Chief Robert

Deane said the new design will
help give the department a new
look.
"It is one of those things I'd
like to take credit for," he said.
"But truthfully (the officers)
came to me and asked for us to
get a design more reflective of
this university."
Finesigns & Graphics manager Mike Fevold created the
new design for the police cars.
"With the new car we decided a new design would be a
good idea," he said. "It looks a
lot more modern, and the new
car has a much curvier design
and this striping flows with the
vehicle."
Fevold said the restriping is
less than $400 per qu-.
"It's a good change," he
said. "I think (President Gary
Ransdell) didn't like having
that UK blue on the cars."
Wallace said the department had been considering
restriping the cars with a new
design for awhile and with
the new car they decided the

time was right.
"With any logo you want to
occasionally go back and
update them," he said. "It is
like the university changing
and updating their logos. We're
doing the same thing."
The new car was delivered
to the police department in
November a.r:id was just recently made "police ready" lights, sirens, a radio system
and a safety cage were all
installed.
Wallace said the new striping design has a lot more
reflective red paint and even
reflective black, something that
has just come out on the market.
"I haven't heard anything
negative about the new
design," he said. "I know a lot
of people have been surprised
and not recognized it, but
everyone seems to really like
it."

terms and said she smiled when
her colleagues told her it would
never happen.
In 1998, she won the Jefferson
County Judge/Executive election
and set another precedent for
women in Jefferson County.
"Not only was I the first lady
to be a judge, but I was the first to
run for the job," Jackson said, as
she paused and smiled.
The shaking of heads signaling 'no' for Jackson to run for
public office has been a constant
act by both men and women since
she first ran in 1989, she said.
But Jackson only smiled and
said, "If you don't know it can be
done, you can't accomplish it."
Ardrey said yesterday she was
overwhelmed with how Jackson
sttick to the issues with poise and
gt1ce.

"Women in politics are judged
by the three H 's," Ardrey
said. "Her hemline, hair and her
husband."
Ardrey said that Jackson not
only strongly possesses all three
with style of dress, appropriate
hair style and solid relationship
with her husband since she was
16, but she also has the background to be a successful governor.
"She was poised, genuine, but
she seemed strong in her convictions," Ardrey said.
Jackson's running mate,
Fulton native Robbie Rudolph,
said Jackson's stance on the
issues is more important than her
gender.
"She is governor material,"
Rudolph said. "We will be partners, we are a team."
· Liberty junior Emily Fox was

When
April 24th
7-11 p.m. ·

Where
L.D. Brown Ag Expo Center

Reach Abbey Brown at
news@wkuherald.com.

JACKSON: Against the
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

Save Our Breasts

odds

in the class listening to Jackson
and said it was amazing the odds
she faced as a female politician.
"I admire her . . . She may
have broken ground for women in
Jefferson County," Fox said. "She
may have even encouraged
women in the class to pursue politics."
.
Jackson quoted great women
such as Sojourner Truth and
Margaret Thatcher, to emphasize
what a woman can do in politics.
Bowling Green sophomore
Jerry Pardue said he was amazed
at how prepared and professional
Jackson appeared to be.
"She laid all her cards on the
table, being as up front as possible," Pardue said. "She has a lot
of experience for the job."
Reach Kandace Sebastian at
news@wkuheraf.d.com

Why
Proceeds will go to the American Cancer
Society to help in the fight against Breast
Cancer.

Cost
$5.00 per person

Refreshments Available
Sponsored by Ceres Women's Fraternity

Today
11AM-4PM
DUCSOUTHLAWN
FREE FOOD, DRINKS,
AND T-SHIRTS
GUEST SPEAKER @ 1

Here to enlighten us
on the controversial
subjects. of gay life
and safe sex.

We have become not a melting pot but a beautiful mosaic.
Different people, different beliefs, different yearnings, different
hopes, different dreams.
'
~Jimmy Carter
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Searches almost over for
deans, department heads

Your news when you want it
www.wkuherald.com
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Bonaguro said he feels ready
to take the step to dean of
Westem's College of Health.
Herald reporter
"It's a great opportunity to go
Searches for faculty leader- as a founding dean of a new unit,"
ship positions that began la~t fall he said.
are coming to a close.
Pam Johnson is the new direcProvost Barbara Burch said tor of the School of Journalism
contracts are still subject to and Broadcasting. Johnson is
approval by President Gary coming from Kansas State
Ransdell, but two deans and sev- University where she is a R. M.
eral department heads were Seaton visiting professor.
recently selected for positions
John Baker, a chief of plans
next semester.
and exercises in the operations
However, Burch said there is division of the United States
still a dean needed in the Division Army stationed in Japan and a
of Extended Leaming and ninth theater support command,
Outreach at the Bowling Green will come to Western next semesCommunity College.
ter as the department of military
Most department head searchscience and leades will be complete
ership head.
by the end of April,
John Reis, an
but some will go into
associate professor
number of
May, she said.
of aerospace engiSam Evans acc- things going on
neering at Embryepted the position as
Riddle Aeronautical
the dean of the
University, will beCollege of Educome the head for
cation and Behavthe department of
ioral Sciences on
engineering.
April 10. Evans has
Some positions
served as interim
- Sam Evans are being filled by
dean of the college
Dean of the College of faculty already on
since Dec. 15.
Education and Behatiorial the Hi 11.
"We' ve got a
Sciences
Cathleen Webb,
number of things
an associate chemgoing on in the college that I view istry professor, will move up to
as cutting edge," Evans said.
chemistry department head next
He said cutting edge projects semester.
include the college's Teacher
Lou Turley, professor of ecoQuality Enhancement Project and nomics and marketing, will also
a literacy program. The projects move to head of his department
have gained national recognition next semester.
and should have a tremendous
Larry Snyder, associate proimpact on student learning.
fessor of religious studies, will
John Bonaguro accepted the become assistant dean of Potter
position as the dean of the College next semester.
College of Health and Human
Snyder said he will give his
Services and will assume his position a try.
position in July, Burch said.
"Potter College is the largest
He currently works at Ithaca college in the university," Snyder
College in Ithaca, N.Y., as the said. "We need someone to be
associate dean of the School of able to help coordinate things."
Health Science and Human
Performance, where he has been Reach Shawtuaye Hopkins
at news@wkuherald.com.
for ten years.
BY SHAWNTAYE

(Rl

12:45, 2:55, 5:05, 7:25 & 9:35

Bulletproof Monk

The Core

( f>(i-13 l

( P< i-13)

12:25. 2:40. 5:00. 7:30 & 9:50

I :00. 4:00. 7:00 & 9:45

Chicago

(PG - IJ)

4: 10 & 9:55

Box Office Opens at 12: 10 Saturday - Thursday
and at 3:30 on Friday!
Only shows 4:00 and after on weekdays will play.

in the college
that I view as
cutting edge."

Congratulations Mistv Hair

z,-tD ANNU.11.1:..
sTRESSTIVUs
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1:30-5:30
a.'t DUC Nor'th Lawn
1.- raining, 'then uncle:r 'th
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Everything is FREE!!!

Sunbelt Conference Athlete ot the Weeki

love,
Your Sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta

in your

suitcase?
Hprll 28, 2003
6:00pm
Greenwood man
Foodcourt

Greenwood man and uendors,
along with the uisual
merchandising class from
Western Kentucky Unluersity
present: "What's In Your
Suitcase" fashion show.

JI"'CarsFindrebates
for Grads!
{i::(J
t,n your favorit.e cars•

ij
Jamie Sears, SGA President

Dr. Gary Ransdell, President of WKU

4:30-5:00pm

5:00-5:30pm

fast

Karen Thurman, Parking Enforcement
;'Our Beloved Ticket Lady"
2:30-3:00pm

Take a chance to dunk
oneofthese
faculty, staff, or students!
Dunki1l{J Booth times a1Y!
with hotos.

David Elson,
Head Athletic Football Coac

Bill Powell,
Head Swim Team Coach
4:00-4:30pm

2:00-2:30pm

Katrina Phelps,
Assoc. Professor of Psychology

Adrian Thomas, Assistant
Professor of Psychology
3:00-3:30pm

Karl Laves, Counseling Services Assist.
Dir./Parking Committee Member
1:30-2:00pm

3:30-4:00pm - - - - - : - - : - - - - : ; - - - : ; ; - - - - - - - - ,

Also join 11s for fun games,
m11sic, stress kits, stress balls
and much more!

A TopperWell and WKU Health Services Program
Peer Health Educa t ors

'lV.7{'ll :7lealtfi
~
_....., Se•toiccJ

The College Heights Herald has teamed up with CarsForGrads.com to help
graduating seniors find rebates on their favorite cars. Visit www.wkuherald.com and
click on our ad for more Information.
While visiting the newspaper onllne, be sure and sign up for the email edition.
It's the best way to stay Informed beyond graduation, and it's free.
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Hilltoppers now two
games over .500
score 3-0.
Belmont made an effort to
come ba~k with three hits in the
The ladies of the diamond bottom of the fourth, one of
continued their superb play as ' those being from center fieldthey stole two wins from er/second baseman Amanda
Belmont on Tuesday, increasing
Jones.
their win streak to six of the last
The Bruins had two runners
seven games.
on base with one out, but freshWestern improves to 26-24,
man pitcher Adrienne Lathrop
making the team two games
struck out one and forced a popover the .500 mark.
In game one, junior ace up to to end their run.
The Hilltoppers got one
Allison Silver won her fourth
more
RBI from Garcia to end
straight decision to improve her
the
game.
. .
record to 14-11.
Pennington's three hits m the
"Overall, I (have) felt in
between because I felt I could game pushes her total to 61 on
have done better," Silver said. the season, seven hits behind
"Now, I've found a groove, and Garcia on the all-time list.
I hope to stay in it."
"I feel excited, of course," an
Junior centerfielder Riley astonished Pennington said of
Garcia got the Hilltoppers on the achievement. "I don't pay
the board when she scored off a attention to that stuff. I just wait
throwing error.
until after the season and see
At the top of the third, what I've achieved."
Western loaded the bases with
Although Phelan said she
just one out but failed to score.
was pleased with the hitting and
"We had some key hits, but
the two wins Tuesday, she still
we stranded some runners,"
wants the team to work on the
head coach Leslie Phelan said.
fundamentals.
"I thought we should've scored
"We didn't' execute a lot of
many more runs."
different
offensive· strategies,"
The Hilltoppers scored two
more runs in the fifth. Garcia she said. "We have to improve
scored her second run of the with the remaining conference
game off a Bruin defensive schedule because we won't get
error, and sophomore outfielder away with that."
The team will test Florida
Renita Pennington scored off
International
when it heads
senior right fielder Kristalyn
down to Miami on Saturday and
Smith's bunt single.
Belmont scored a run in the Sunday. The Golden Panthers
the sixth, cutting Western's lead are second in the Sun Belt with
to 3-1. The run denied Silver's a conference record of 6-2, 3022 overall.
third shutout of the season.
Silver is hoping to keep her
The Hilltoppers repolished
their bats to swing past the pitching flow going against the
Bruins in the second game, tough FIU squad.
"I want to show FIU that
defeating them 4-1.
Garcia was responsible for Louisiana-Lafayette isn't their
three of those runs, going 3-3 at only competition," she said.
the plate and slugging three
RBIs. Pennington hit an RBI Reach Amber North at
single after Garcia to make the sports@wkuherald.com.
BY AMBER NORTH

Herald reporter

Doug Keese/Herald
Sophomore pitcher J.C Faircloth warms up before a game against Lipscomb at Denes Field last Friday. The Hilltoppers
shut out Murray State Tuesday 5-0. After a two-week break, Western will dive back into Sun Belt Conference action when
Middle Tennessee comes to Denes Field this Friday.

Toppers outrun Thoroughbreds
Pitcher posts career
high for strikeouts
BY MICHAEL
CASAGRANDE

Herald reporter
Following a 3-0 loss to
Lipscomb Sunday, the Toppers
found themselves in a hole heading into the most important
stretch on their schedule.
Senior pitcher Matt Wilhite
was frustrated because the team
was having trouble combining a
complete game with both strong
hitting and fielding.
A shutout win against an instate opponent would help ease
the pain, and a 5-0 win at Murray
State Tuesday did exactly that.
"We made some improvements yesterday," Wilhite said.
"Of course we threw real good,

SPRING:

but we had some better swings at
the plate and I think it will help us
get over this weekend."
Sophomore pitcher Grady
Hinchman picked up his fifth win
of the year to remain the only
undefeated pitcher on staff. The
southpaw gave up only three hits
in his six complete innings of
work. Hinchman's seven strikeouts were a career best.
A flawless record is not
enough to make Hinchman claim
the credit for the victory. He passes much of his success back to the
defen•s e that backs him up.
"It's good to get wins, but it
takes more than a pitcher to get
those," Hinchman said. We didn't
hit the ball outstanding yesterday,
but l figured if I could keep them
from scoring as many runs as possible, we could get enough to
win."
Wilhite relieved Hinchman in
the seventh inning to finish off
Murray State of the Ohio Valley

Conference. The veteran leader
sat down all nine batters he faced,
as he picked up his eighth save of
the season, only one behind the
single-season record of nine set
by Eddie Jent in 1985. Wilhite
already holds the career save
record as Tuesday's win extends
the mark to 20.
Wilhite is not only making his
mark on the Hill, but the righthander is making waves nationally. Wilhite's 1.63 ERA places him
in the top 14 in the NCAA, and
four saves behind Mike Dalton of
Virginia Tech and Steven Register
of Auburn as the national save
leader.
Sophomore
centerfielder
Rafael Vallejo was the only
Topper with a multi-hit game
against the Thoroughbreds. The
Bronx native led off the game
with a single to right field, and
scored the first run.
After a two-week break,
Western will dive back into Sun

Belt Conference action Friday
when Middle Tennessee State
comes to Denes Field.
The Blue Raiders are one spot
below Western in the Sun Belt
standings, posting a 6-9 record in
the league this season. Coach Joel
Murrie was not available for comment, but the veteran skipper has
posted a 29-26 career record
against Middle Tennessee.
"It's a big weekend for us,"
volunteer assistant coach Luis
Rodriguez said. "We need to play
our game, play defense, pitch and
hopefully our bats will get going
again. We should do all right this
weekend."
The three game series will get
under way at 6 p.m. Friday and
end with afternoon games on
Saturday and Sunday, at 2 p.m.
and 1 p.m. respectively.

Reach Michael Casagrande at
sports@wkuherald.com.

QBs will participate in live action

COWTIHUED FROM BACK PAGt

game) for both of us," Rooney
said of him and Smith. "There
are lots of questions out there
and lots of people second
guessing us."
Saturday's game will also
be a live scrimmage, meaning
the quarterbacks are fair
game.
Elson looks for more success out of the offense and
continued effort from the
defense.
"I thought the defense
came out and reestablished

themselves today," the firstyear head coach said.
He also liked Rooney's
athleticism, especially on one
scramble that racked up 21
yards for the junior quarterback.
"I was surprised that Casey
could get loose for 21 yards
on a defense, especially as
well as our defense runs,"
Elson said.
Look for Chris Miller and
Johnson to continue to split
time as first team running
backs on Saturday.
Elson said there is still a

battle between Rooney and
Smith, as well, and several
other positions have yet to be
clecided.
The spring game will help
those decisions.
He said the game's set up
will allow the coaching staff
to examine talent evenly since
the top players will be paired
against one another.
Coaches were drafted for
the game after yesterday's
practice, leading to not only
the year's first "game" but
also a sense of competition.
"We're looking at steaks

for the winners and hot dogs
for the losers," Elson said,
adding that he wasn't sure
what the budget would actually allow.
"You don't even have to put
that (wager) on the table," he
said. "They just want to come
out and compete."
Elson said he expects all seniors back for the ring ceremony
after the Red and White game.
Saturday will close out spring
football practice for the Toppers.

Reach J. Michael Moore at
sports@wkuherald.com.

Travel with the team on road games,,
Football gear provided •
Potentlt,,I scholarship opportunities available.
Please call the Football Office at 7 45w2984
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11-7 & 10-CLOSE
MONDAY-FRIDAY

WKU Student Discount
Are you tired of hamburgers?
Come In and try ...

• Grilled Chicken Salad
• Authentic Gyros Plate
• Mixed Gyros Plate
Chicken Gyros Plate
• Chicken Fajita Plate
• Gyros Sandwich
• Chicken Gyros
• Western Gyros
• Say Cheese Steak or Chicken
• Spinach Pita
• Grilled Chicken Tenders
• Mediterranean Sausage
• Greek Salad
• Steak Salad
• Cold Sandwiches
• Dessert • Baklava

A Taste Of Europe •
Greek and American food

FOR INFORM ATJON
CALL 745-2653

THINKING ABOUT GRADUATE
SCHOOL?
EARN A MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SAFETY
SCIENCE DEGREE AT EMBRY-RIDDLE
UNIVERSITY IN
PRESCOTT, ARIZONA
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For more Information, call us at
1-800-3728 x 6993 or vlslt our website
at www.erau.edu

,nev're helping

NEW HAPPY HOUR

122 GARRETT
CONFERENCE CENTER

---->

! ---->

Stranger
Things
Have Sold

CLAssiFYEos
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1006 State Street • Downtown Bowling Green • (270) 846-1195

Fresh, Made-to-order, Inexpensive Meals

NURSE RESIDENT:
QUALIFY THE FIRST
SIX MONTHS AFTER
COMPLETING RN
COURSE WORK.

me with1Uition 9!Jil
for rny 1
Paying
NCLEXexam.
~

)'~

Benefits.
Continuing education tuition
assistance.

~~,

Training.
NCLEX review software.
NCLEX exam reimbursement
RN pay upon completion
of course work

fi

ST.MARY'S

Contact Amanda Klass
Professional Recruiter
asklass@stmarys.org
812-485-7210
02003 St. Mary'
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Talbert's athleticism and another
freshman, Krystal Gardner for
her contribution.
'
"I don't know if I've ever
wit_nessed two freshmen making
an impact on our program as our
freshmen did this year," Cowles,
the Sun Belt Coach of the Year,
said.
Gardner also received the
Coach's
and
Academic
Excellence awards.
"They don't keep stats for the
things that she does," associate
head coach David Graves said
before presenting the award.

Se~iors Jennifer Slaughter
and Tiffiany Diggins and junior
Leah Lineberry were honored
for their academic achievem~nts, each earning a threepomt grade average or better
during the season.
Junior guard Elisha Ford was
named Defensive Player of the
Year.
But the biggest award came
from one of the Lady Toppers
most emotional points of the
season.
Senior captain Kristina
~Ovington was injured in the
first half of Western's first
game 10 the Sun Belt

Conference tournament.
The Lady Toppers were having their way with North Texas.
Then Covington hit the floor,
her foot in pain.
"We just hit bottom," Cowles
said. "You could see it, and you
could feel it."
Covington returned for the
second half after spending some
time in the training room,
yelling at a television showing
the game.
Covington was named the
Lady Toppers Most Valuable
Player Tuesday night, ending her
career on the Hill.
Diggins, Slaughter and Sun

Belt Player of the Year Shala
Reese, all seniors, also participated in their final event as Lady
Toppers.
Western has five players
returning.
Ford and Lineberry will be
senior captains next season.
Porter-Talbert and Gardner
are sophomores, while junior
Leslie Logsdon has two years of
eligibility left.
The Lady Toppers have currently signed five recruits for
next season.

Reach J. Michael Moore at
sports@wkuheraid. com.

Hole at

BOUNDS:

QB will be filled
-mets for a second, I couldn't
quite get my mind off bats and
curve balls. Then I figured out
why.
Of all the holes that new
football head coach David
Elson and his staff must fill this
spring and upcoming fall, the
biggest is that of quarterback
and team leader Jason Michael.
Their options are between
former back up Perez Smith and
former wide receiver Casey
Rooney.
Each have had their struggles and successes thus far this
spring, but as my thoughts
teeter-tottered back and forth
from football to baseball, I soon
discovered the missing link Antone Towns.
Towns, who came to
Western as a two-sport phenom,
was supposed to be Michael's
successor, before he decided to
pursue baseball full-time.
The impact of his decision
wasn't felt immediately, if at all,
last year. That was partly
because, while he was ripping
up the baseball diamond as a
freshman outfielder, he was
highly underdeveloped as a
quarterback.
Topper football coaches,
including the since-departed
Jack Harbaugh, still saw him as
a future Willie Taggart or Donte
Pimpleton-caliber athlete, but
his decision to pursue baseball

quickly halted that.
But as quickly as I pondered
the ideal position Western football might be in today had
Towns kept up the two-sport
masquerade, I just as soon dismissed the idea.
And if you were thinking the
same thing, so should you.
Go by Denes Field sometime. This kid is a baseball stud.
Probably one of the most skilled
young hitters that head coach
Joel Munie has had in the past
few seasons. He had talent on
the football field, sure.
But he is just a dam good
athlete in general.
He'd probably be good at
soccer if he tried, you know?
Just like I'm pretty sure that
"Big Jelly" Nigel Dixon would
make a good defensive lineman.
With the Red and White
game less than two days away, I
had fleeting thoughts about
what might have been.
But we should let sleeping
dogs lie. Every dog has his day.
It might have been swell if
Towns decided to play doubledutch. But he didn't go with that
original plan.
First he threw us all a curve
ball, and now he's hitting them.
Go figure.

Kyle Hightower is a sports
columnist and sports editor for
the Herald. He can be reached
at htowa@hotmail.com.

S rts Brief
Seniors honored
Western has recognized
Jason Michael and Sara Noe as
its 2003 Athletes of the Year.
Both had outstanding senior
seasons, earning several individual honors while leading
their respective teams to postseason success.
Michael, Western's senior
quarterback, led the Hilltopper

football team to the NCAA
Division I-AA national championship.
Noe, the lone senior on the
Lady Topper Sun Belt
Conference champion volleyball team, ended her playing
career as Western's all-time
leader in assists with 5,172.

- Kyle Hightower

I

FOR RENT
•••••••••••••••
ONE CHECK
PAYS IT ALL!!
All utilities included & only
minutes to campus. New
carpet, on-site laundry, lot of
space & big rooms.
Pre-lease today. I BDRM
$479; 2 BDRM $569.
Call now 781-5471.

...............

Apts. & houses for rent,
off-street parking, appliances
furnished. Weaver Rental
Properties (270) 781-7159
cell (270) 303-9142.

··•············

3 bdrm, I bath- dishwasher,
ample parking, gas heat, central air. Near WKU, deposit
required $495/mo. + utilities.
782-1340

•••••••••••••••

Move In Special:
Carriage Hill Apartments 1225
College St. 2 blocks from
campus off street parking
846-7999.

···············
Rooms
for rent.

6 miles from B.G., secluded
6000 sq. ft. log home 2
bathrooms. Share kitchen.
Call 842-2631 or 843-8108.

···•···········

Large 3 bdrm apt. at St. James
11 33 Chestnut. Heat paid.
$575 781-8307

···············
Need furnished
apartment for
summer term?
Need to sub-lease my share of
furnished, 3 bedroom apartmentMay thru July. (Also possibly for
2003 Fall and 2004 Spring terms)

FOR RENT

...............

Nice clean 1, 2, 3, 4 bdrms
$300 & up. Utilities
furnished, deposit. No pets.
782-9486

...............

I & 2 bdrms 1327, 1329,
1362 College St. and 1541
Chestnut $295-$540/mo.
791-7280

...............

Spacious studio apt.
Good condition,
air-conditioned. All utilities
paid, walk-in closet, balcony,
3 blocks from WKU.
846-1078

...............

Close to WKU.
2 bdrm house $400/mo. +
deposit & some utilities.
Phone 796-7949.

...............

Need someone to
sublease at Western Place
Apts. for May, June, July &
August. $300 a month.
Call 746-5412.

...............

Sub-lease apt.
for the summer @
Western Place. $190/mo.,
all utilities included.
Free high-speed internet.
Email kasham@wku.edu

···············

Reward for female who
sublease apt. through
August at Western Place.
Utilities included
Call 993-3306.

...............
~nvw. wkuherald.com
...............

HELP WANTED
•••••••••••••••
LAW CLERK:
Excellent for WKU
student, year round part-time
position at the Law Firm of
Flora Templeton Stuart. Send
resume & transcript to:
607 East I 0th Ave.
Bowling Green, KY 42101.

...............

Beauty & Health
Products Sensations
kiosk needs direct sales
person. Must haves sales
personality. Up to $7 +
commission. Center Court
Greenwood Mall. Apply in
person Monday thru
Thursday 10-4.

...............

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

Work hard and get paid for it
with money and experience.
The average student made
$8400, and gained great
resume experience. Jobs
available in many locations.
Call (615) 400-6764 or email:
mhelton0 I@sprintpcs.com.
Leave name and phone
number to set up interview.

Bartender trainees needed.
$250/day potential.
Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 214

Lifeguards wanted in
North Myrtle Beach.
No experience. Apply
www.nsbslifeguards.com

...............

...............

Up to $500/wk preparing
mailings, part-time. Not sales.
Can fit your sche~ule.
Call (626)294-3215.

•••••••••••••••
Summer help needed.
Landscape Construction firm
842-0473

...............

PART-TIME TEMPORARY
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL
Lord Corporation is a privately held $450 million corporation.
Our Mechanical Products Division, a leader in the development,
manufacture and sale of engineered shock, vibration and motion
control products has immediate openings for Part-Time Light
Industrial individuals in it's Bowling Green Facility.
Flexible hours are available on Ist and 2nd shifts. Individuals
must be available 20-25 hours per week.
The salary will be $7.50 per hour and holiday pay is prorated
on an annual basis.
Applications will be accepted from 8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.,
Monday thru Friday, for interested candidates or you can submit
your resume to Lord Corporation, Human Resources
Department, 2800 Pioneer Drive, Bowling Green, KY 42102.
A Diversified Workforce Employer

Very nice, clean, furniture and
all appliances furnished, laund ry
room with washer & dryer
$250/mo. + utilities,
water & sewer furnished.
No pets call (502) 296-4975

...............

•••••••••••••••

...............

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1000-$2000 this semester with a8roven
Campus Fundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. ur programs
make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program! It works. Contact
Campus Fundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundrajser.com

Come Grow With Us!
Gain valuable business experience in a corporate setting with
Camping World, the nation's largest supplier of RV camping supplies and accessories. Camping World has been leading the industry
since 1966 and continues to grow into new markets nationwide.
Human Resources Co-Op
Part-Time
Qualified candidates will possess excellent communication
skills, strong organization skills, and a high level of confidentiality. Applicants must currently be pursuing a degree in
Human Resources or a related business field. Proficiency
with the use of Microsoft Word and Excel is required.
Experience with Microsoft Powerpoint and Access is a plus.
KWSP eligibility is required.

As a member of the Camping World team, you will enjoy
exposure to a fast-paced business environment, the opportunity for increased hours during summer months, and a businesscasual dress code. We offer flexible scheduling and part-time
benefits, including paid holidays/vacation, merchandise discounts, regular performance reviews, and more!
Interested applicants may apply via fax to (270) 781-8885,
online at www.campingworld.com/jobs, or in person at
650 Three Springs Road in Bowling Green, Kentucky
EOE. We promolc n drug-free environment

ACAMPNGWORLD
TI IE COLI.EGE HEila-lTS HERALD

RCX)MMATE WANTED
1 block from WKU campus!

...............

...............

Female roommate
needed: private bdrm,
private bath. $250/mo.
(615)202-7652 or
(270)393-8874.

STRANGER THINGS
HAVE SOLD

Readers may pick up OllL' i"rl'L' copy. and a ,l·co1HI for a roo111111;1IL' or acquai11t;111CL'. ;11 di,trihu1io11 ,i1c, .. \ddition;il copies arc
'!> .."\) each & arL' a, ;1i lahk at the 1krald Oilil'l' - Rill. 122 c;cc.
l Im, L'\ er. u11au1hori1cd rcmo, al or additional copies from a
di,trihution site con,t itu1cs the rt undn KY l;I\\. a misdcmc;111or
offense puni,hahlc hy ;1 fine and/or _jailtinll'.
Editor, 11i ll ,ed. to ha1c any such pcrson{s)
prnsccutcd to the ru llcst extent or !he law.

= "!!""!!!~-ll!llll!!!!!!!!!!!l!!ll!l!!!!!l!!!!!l!!!!!!!!!!!!!l!!l!!l-----1!!!1!!!'1111!9~--'""!'-------------=------ - -- -- ---,....--~---··· - ·-· ..... ·-- - - -

Contact:

Notable

Sports editor Kyle Hightower:
sports@wkuherald.com
Photo editor Price Chambers:
photo@wkuherald.com

SPORTS

• The Muhlenberg County fans
who leased a luxury box this past
year paid $144,500 and signed an
agreement that runs from 20022003 through 2006-2007.
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: ·Men's basketballi,

Sparks granted releasefromscholarship
BY MICHAEL CASAGRANDE

Herald reporter
Patrick Sparks' two-year stay on the
Hill has yielded two record-breaking seasons and countless memories for
Hilltopper basketball fans. That is apparently all they will get.
It was announced Tuesday by new
men's basketball head coach Darrin Hom
that the sophomore point guard will be
released from his scholarship.
According to University General
Counsel Deborah Wilkins, the release is
an oral agreement, not a written contract.
Schools wishing to speak to Sparks must
obtain pennission from Western.
The release did not come without
restrictions. Sparks cannot sign with a
Sun Belt Conference School, or any nonconference school that appears on
Westem's schedule in the next two years.
That stipulation would seemingly
eliminate the University of Georgia, the

new home of fonner Western coach
Dennis Felton.
Steve Sparks, Patrick's father and high
school coach, said that he received the
official release from Western yesterday
afternoon.
The elder Sparks said they plan to
appeal the provision restricting Sparks
from attending any Sun Belt schools and
teams Western has a contract to play in
the next two years.
The family has not yet begun looking
for a new school according lo Steve
Sparks.
"Patrick Sparks contributed to the success of Western Kentucky basketball the
last two years," Horn said. "He has
infonned me that he wants to explore
other options. It is obvious that this is a
decision that Patrick has not rushed into,
but has considered over a long period of

time.
"I wish Patrick and his family all the

best in their future."
Sparks led the
Hilltoppers in scoring last season,
averaging
13.3
points per game
and set a school
record with 84
three-point field
goals.
He was named Pat rick Sparks
Sun Belt Player of
the Week twice, to go along with being
tabbed as Most Outstanding Player in the
conference tournament.
"He did what he felt was best for
him," senior center Nigel Dixon said. "I
support Patrick 100 percent, he's a friend
of mine, and he had to do what was best
for him."
Freshman guard Kevin Massiah said
he heard rumors about Sparks' departure,
but never thought they would be true.

"I kind of had hints from talking to
other students," Massiah said. "I was just
shocked, and I didn't believe it until I
heard about it yesterday."
Sparks was a fan favorite in Diddle
Arena during his stay at Western.
From nearby Muhlenberg North High
School, Sparks arrived at Western as a
local hero.
Fans from Muhlenberg County were
so excited to see Sparks play near to
home, a group of contributors leased one
of the 16 luxury boxes in the newly renovated Diddle Arena prior to last season.
Tom Keith, Hilltopper Athletic
Foundation assistant director, said
nobody from the group has contacted
Western about the lease.
The five-year lease is effective from
the 2002-2003 season through 20062007. The total cost of a five-year lease is
$144,500.
Denny Kirtley, a contributor from

Sparks' hometown of Cen~ City, said
he had not discussed breaking the lease
for the luxury box, but was saddened to
hear the news.
"We have been following Patrick over
the years," Kirtley said. ''We are disappointed we won't be able to watch Patrick
play close to home, but we wish him
luck."
Freshman guard Anthony Winchester
was Sparks' roommate, and is the leading
candidate to take the starting role in the
Topper back court.
.
Monday night, Sparks told his roommate he was transferring.
Winchester said he was disappointed
because he became good friends with
Sparks. He admitted he thought a?Out
transferring himself, but he decided
Western was "the best place for me."

Reach Michael Casagrande at
sports@wkuherald.com.

Women's basketball
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Lady Toppers hand .
out year-end awards·
BY

J.

MICHAEL
MOORE

Herald reporter

Sang-Hyuck Park/Herald
Western wlll hold Its annual Red-White scrimmage 4 p.m. this Saturday at Smith Stadium. The game will pit the

Laughter, closure and
thanks were the themes during Tuesday night's women's
basketball award banquet.
About 200 faculty, fans,
players and family members
attended the annual banquet
honoring the Lady Toppers'
2002-03 campaign - a 22-9
record, a Sun Belt Conference
Championship and a trip to
the NCAA Tournament.
Western coach Mary
Taylor
Cowles
thanked
administrators,
including
president Gary Ransdell and
Athletic Director Wood Selig
for making Western one of the
rising programs in the coun-

try, and pushing along the
Diddle Arena renovation.
The banquet was held in
one of two new auxiliary
gyms - part of the multi-mil-.
lion dollar project.
Selig was equally pleased
with the success of Lady
Topper basketball, noting a 60
percent increase in attendance
last season.
But the reason for celebration came with the Lady
Toppers themselves.
Freshmen Tiffany PorterTalbert
received
the
Newcomer of the Year award.
She won the same award from
the Sun Belt Conference in
early March.
Cowles praised Porter-

SEE

AWARDS

PAO£ 9A

Hilltoppers' White team and the No. 1 defensive/No. 2 offensive units against the Red team and the No. 1
offensive/No. 2 defensive units.

Annual Red-White game Saturday
BY

J.

MICHAEL MOORE

Herald reporter
Casey Rooney was frustrated and bruised after yesterday's spring football scrimmage.
But he accepted it.
In fact, he smiled.
He knows it will all get better.
Rooney, a senior quarterback, took his first real hits of
the spring season yesterday as
head coach David Elson
declared it open season on
Hilltopper quarterbacks.
Normally, Rooney and fellow signal-caller junior Perez
Smith are sheltered, protected
from contact by a green jersey.
The switch in intensity gave
the defense the upperhand
again yesterday as Rooney and

the first-team offense struggled for just two touchdowns
- both inside the red zone.
The Toppers also turned the
ball over four times and left
several balls on the turf after
bad snaps.
"We didn't play too well,"
Rooney said. "We started out
pretty sluggish. We've been
having a problem with shotgun
snaps, but too many tailbacks
and quarterbacks are putting
the ball on the ground."
The Topper offense was
coming off its best performance of the spring in
Saturday's scrimmage.
Junior
running
back
Jacques Johnson rushed for 88
yards, while Rooney tallied
121 yards of total offense.
Rooney went 10-for- 19,

passing for 82 yards. Smith
went 5-for-8 for another 41
yards.
Smith also rushed for a
score in the game.
Junior linebacker Anthony
Bates and senior linebacker
Charles Thompson led the
defense with seven tackles.
But the defense reiterated
its dominance early in yesterday's scrimmage.
Sophomore defensive back
Teco Dickerson intercepted a
tipped pass from Perez Smith,
marking the unit's first takeaway.
Rooney would later rush for
a touchdown and connect on a
fade route with junior wideout
Robert Morand for a second
score.
But it's just spring practice.

Rooney said it's frustrating
working against such a talented
defense, but he knows he and
the Topper offense will be all
the more ready come game time
because of the intense pressure.
He said Western's smaller
defense creates a lot of blitzing, something he and Smith
will have to get used to once
the season rolls around.
Saturday's annual Red and
White game will also be a
proving ground, matching the
White (No. 1 defense/No. 2
offense) against the Red (No. l
offense/No. 2 defense).
The game is scheduled for 4
p.m., with the ring ceremony
for last year's national championship team following at six.
"It's got to be (a good

Su
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Don't buy the hype;
Towns better with a bat

OUT OF BOUNDS

Kyle Hightower
The other day while I was
cru1smg
through
Smith
Stadium for spring football
workouts, a thought leveled
me with the same force a 250pound lineman hitting a stationary tackling dummy does.
Just by glancing, I could
see the hungry eyes of a team
trying desperately to cling to
the fire that blazed them to

Western's first national championship last December.
I began to think not about
the group in front of me that
day but about the group I saw
360-something days before in
the spring of 2002.
That was the group up to
their knees in uncertainty. It
was the group that had minimal outside expectations but
was top-heavy with its own.
And in time they would show
their own FJNISHing touch.
Then I heard the crack of a
baseball bat.
Western's baseball team
was playing next door at
D_enes Field, taking on
Lipscomb University.
As I turned my attention
back to shoulder pads and hel-
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• $1 Longnecks
• $2 Wells

ftlGIITI
Need A Ride?
Call the
Designated Driver

270.202.0183
Bowling Green Downtown District

270.783.

8

1607 31-W By Pass Bowling Green

270.842.6005

Bowling Green's
Country-Western Nightspot
•NO COVER
• •1 Longnecks till 10
• •2 Rattlesnake Shots
• •10 Buckets O' Beer

Come out & Bide

'The ,ru l

r'

Meohantoal Bull
302 Morgantown Rd Bowling Green

270.783.8995

e
• Tlze Co11crete Canoe Team
recently unveiled its eighth straight
regional victon; at the Ohio ValletJ
Regio,zal Championship.
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Team combines
strength and academics
BY MEGAN ENGLE

the canoe. Twenty-five percent of the competition is oral
Building on its success from presentation, which includes a
the past as well as the present, seven minute question and
the Concrete Canoe Team has answer session with the
been recognized not only for its judges. Fifteen percent is the
physical strength but also for its final product of the canoe,
where the judges are looking
academic abilities.
for
damage and durability.
Comprised of 15 team memThe
remaining 30 percent is
bers, the canoe team recently
unveiled its eighth straight what place the team takes in
regional victory at the Ohio the actual races.
Flener said that she feels
Valley Regional Championship
the
team's success comes from
- the goal the team has
its
members' sacrifices and
worked for all year.
dedication.
"Our success this year is
The team heads to Three
really the result of all the efforts
of the past years," said Springs Park when it's time to
Matthew Dettman, associate practice.
Since each team member is
professor of engineering and
given
his or her own duty,
the Concrete Canoe Team faceach
member
has a different
ulty adviser. "We continue to
practice
schedule.
For exambuild on the success of the past
and what we teach in the class- ple, the paddlers focus on their
technique and strength by
room."
working out in the water for a
The canoe
couple hours three to four
days
per week, along with
For the competition, the
team must build a canoe from a weight training. Every member must put in
mixture of concrete
additional hours to
containing numerget his or her job
ous materials such
close to perfect.
as glass bubbles this year is
"Every
team
and sand.
really the
member
works
"For me, it's a
hard for regionchance to be a part of all the
als," Henderson
of a construction
said.
project, learning efforts of the
and then applying past years."

Herald reporter

Nathaniel Corn/Herald

Graduate students Sharat Mayya left; Michael Vemula, both of Hyderabad, India; Sathya Sudhantha, of Madras, India;
and Praveen Rapolu, also from Hyderabad, have a ping pong battle on the fourth floor of DUC.

Rest
Relaxation

"Our success

result

Student Activities offers many
opportunities for students to kick back
BY JOCELYN ROBINSON

Friday nights at REDZ offers
Herald reporter
different activities each week.
Nathaniel Corn/Herald
On a stonny Sunday evening This Friday wiJJ be "Country Hopklnsvllle senior Steven Reyes goes to the fourth floor
in April, only a few students ven- Night," and on May 2 Campus to get involved with other students from Rodes-Harlin Hall.
tured out to the fourth floor of Activities Board and DUC will
co-sponsor an End of the Year c.i.uh on Weilile.._..;da} evenings to
Downing University Center.
live on campus, many also travel
Some were playing ping pong Bash featuring a perfonnance by play improv music in DUC lobby. from off campus to join in the fun.
or pool, a few were watching TV local band FLOORD.
Richardsville freshman AntThere are also several monthly How many are Involved hony Atchley said he usually
and some wandered into the
activities, including discussions
Attendance at each program drives down on the weekends to
- bowling alley.
varies depending on the activity. bowl or play pool.
Laughter and random conver- of current issues.
"We try to have hot topics Taylor said.
sations were heard over the con"It's something to do other
once
a month, usually with about
'The Friday night programs than sit around the house," he
stant sound of bowling balls
four faculty and staff presenters," have been growing," he said. said.
rolling down the lanes and collid- Sand
said.
'They vary depending on what's
ing into the pins.
Atchley said he found out
Other monthly
going on any particu- recently about some of the deals
Sunday is Super Bowling activities include a
lar weekend, but we offered by DUC, including Super
night at REOZ, where students career development
are
getting quite a Bowling at REDZ.
can bowl all they want to from 7 series sponsored by
few regulars for
to I0:30 p.m. for only $3.
o
do
other
"I think that's pretty cool," he
the Career Services
Friday night~."
said. "It beats any bowling alley
Although student activities Center, and "Passaround
Taylor said they in town."
have always been a part of OUC, port to Wellness," a
stilJ
need to do a betBowling Green freshman
some activities like Friday nights series of presentahe
ter
job promoting Mike Crabtree usually comes
at REOZ have only been around tions on health issues
activities and events, once or twice a week to bowl or
since last semester.
sponsored by Health
- Anthony Atchley as well as providing play
pool.
"The student center is for the Services.
mchanlsvtne freshman a greater variety of
"It's
a good place to come and
students," said Kristen Sand, pro"A lot of the
opportunities.
blow off steam, and it doesn't
gram assistant at DUC. "We developmental programs are top"We're trying to broaden the break your bank," he said.
wanted to try to provide opportu- ics of interest or topics ofconcern,
things
that are offered," he said.
nities for them to utilize it."
Taylor said student response
and I think there is definitely a "We've partnered with a lot of
has
been mostly positive.
core group of students that wanLs university offices and so many
The activities
'The evaluations have been
to take advantage of those oppor- events are co-sponsored."
Student Activities sponsors tunities," said Director of Student
pretty good, but we still need
Sand said, while some pro- more infonnation about activities
several weekly activities at DUC. Activities Scott Taylor.
grams are co-sponsored by the
On Mondays, wrestling is on
More activities are being different departments on campus, that students would like to see in
the fourth floor television.
the student center," he said. "We
planned for next semester.
some of the money for the activiThe Campus Activities Board
Taylor said he is working on ties is drawn from the student welcome people contacting our
shows movies on Tuesday nights, bringing in students from the
office and saying, 'Have you
and Wednesday is dollar night at music department to play at DUC activities fee.
thought about doing this?' We're
REDZ. On dollar night, students during lunch time.
very open to suggestions."
Who
is
going
can play pool or bowl for$ I from
Another program in the works
6 to I0:45 p.m.
While a majority of the stu- Reach Jocelyn Robinson at
is bringing in students and musidents participating in activities features@wkuherald.com.

"It's something
han sit
house."

Sweet victory

some of the things
Working hard
we learned in our - Matthew Dettman
adviser rewards.
often brings many
engineering and
construction man"The most rewarding has
agement
courses,"
said
Morgantown senior Cody probably been our performHenderson, project manager.
.aw:Q Jlt one time in regionThe canoe, a year-long proj- als," Flener said. "We were
ect, is put to the test in five dif- successful in everything we
ferent categories of racing. tried to do."
These categories include the
Last year the team won the
men's and women's 200-meter, academic portion in nationthe men's and women's 600- als, and took fourth overaJJ,
meter and the co-ed 200-meter, due to the race portion.
with two men and two women
Flener said there are other
paddlers.
"Seventy-seven percent of schools that put in just as
the competition is academics," much effort as they do.
"Clemson has always been
Dettman said. "The students
in the top," Flener said. "But
work really hard."
The members of the team all they are our mentors, too. I
hold his or her own leadership hate to can us competitors
position, which includes pad- because we have a close condlers, a project manager, eight nection with them."
task leaders responsible for
The team will compete in
their own section of the build- nationals on June 20 in
ing project and laborers who Philadelphia.
assist in building the canoe.
Henderson said the team's
"Everyone likes competi- performance in nationals will
tion, but success is what draws be a reflection of its hard
me in, and that helps to get us
recognized for our efforts," work and commitment from
Morgantown senior Deneatra capable team members.
Flener said.
"We are definitely in the
top five, and we are going to
The competition
win," Flener said. "We would
The overall competition is not put this much time and
broken down into four differ- effort if we were not going to
ent percentages. Thirty per- win."
cent is based on the technical
report, which is about a IO- Reach Megan Engle at
page design construction of features@wkuherald.com

Search complete, new arch nemesisfound
SUPERPICKS

Hollan Holm
The applications to be my new
arch nemesis arc in, and the votes
have been tabulated. Of the over
16.000 students at Western, not to
mention the faculty and staff
whose statistics I'm too lazy to
look up, a whopping three students submitted applications.
But a, I like to point out, that's
60 percent of my usual column
readers. That same 60 percent is
six times the turnout of the
Student Government Associ-

ation 's on line elections last year.
I'd like to thank everyone who
submitted an application. To those
of you who didn't win, remember,
no one loves you.
My third place nemesis is
Brooke, who opted against
including her last name in her
application. That cost her point~.
Brooke, who seems to think the
whole campus is on a first name
ba~is with her, also goes by the
nickname Tiny-T. Nicknames
earn major points for any arch
nemesis.
Within a month of my freshman debut on the Hill, I had been
given a new middle name: Hollan
"Horse (Bad verb)" Holm. My
story: A hunch of guys on my
floor saw me naked in the shower.
Their story: Calling me Triple-H
is still a riot
Tiny-T also demonstrated her
ability to follow directions by
writing her e-mail in a jungle

green font. But Brooke refused to
disclose her evil deeds. As everyone knows, an arch nemesis must
always sign a full disclosure
agreement before beginning
work. That's the best way to
waste 15 minutes while a hero is
about to die an unnecessarily
complicated death. That cost her
the contest.
The Runner-Up Arch Nemesis
belongs to Christopher Glenn
Chandler, a sophomore from
somewhere in the Western hemisphere. His evil deeds include
actually buying a Jefferson
Starship CD and doodling in
class. ms only fault in the application, other than being a journalist, is that he owns every Bjork
CD, including an import.
Chandler is a stickler for
spelJing and infonned me that the
"big Russian," from Rocky IV,
wa~ Ivan Drago. (I knew that, it
was part of the lest - really.)
r

He wrote that he also parks in
RA spots around his donn and
goes on "little rants" while typing.
I just could not find any reason to
loathe him - ignoring the Bjork
fetish. Christopher and his palindrome initials were more cut out
to be on the byline of this column
rather than be the butt of one of its
jokes.
But where would I find someone despicable and foul enough to
warrant one of my tirades'? I didn't have to look any further than
SGA. But in such an organization,
where could I find anyone motivated enough to be my life-long
enemy? The search ended in my
own family, with my cousin, SGA
president-elect John V. Bradley.
Bradley, or "Antichrist," as I
like to call him behind his back
and during church, used all of the
evil powers at his disposal. He
blackmailed his way into my column with tawdry family stories
about my inability to operate toi•

f

let paper at a young age. He
stooped to insulting my high
school newspaper. His application
even included a jungle green
Microsoft Paint portrait of himself, exacting in detail all the way
down to his bloated forearms and
the five-foot-long jagged hair
erupting from an otherwise bald
head. To make matters worse, he
sent me this mess on SGA stationery, which my student fees
probably bought. (At least I finally have something to show for it)
The Antichrist's resume
chronicled a 23-year hellion
career that has culminated this
year into an orgy of "sleeping,
overeating and cracking jokes
about Hollan and his 'writing."'
Who said elected officials don't
do anything?
So let it hereby be known that
I'm declaring war on SGA president-elect John V. Bradley. If I
was a good cousin, I would know

what that "V" really stands for.
But when I'm done with him, it
will mean
"Victim"
or
"Vanquished" or some other more
appropriate V-word. Let a new era
of Herald/SGA war BEGIN!!!
(Insert maniacal laughter here.)

Picks 0' the Week
♦ Tired of my petty squabbles
in this column? Do yourself a

favor and head to Tidball's tonight
for penny beers 'ti! midnight.
♦ Pack it into the Happy Inn
Friday night because there's
always some room for the
Muckrakers. The cover is $5, and
their sets, as always, begin at 10
p.m.

Hi. Hollan Holm, rush chainnan,
(blank) glad to meet you. Hi, that
was hollanholm@hotmail.com,
rush chainnan. He was (blank)
glad to meet you.
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2003 International Forensic Association (IFA) World Champion
2003 Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha (DSR-TKA) National Champion
2003 American Forensic Association (AFA) National Champion
2003 National Forensic Association (NFA) National Champion
2003 Kentucky Forensic Association State Champion

Corey Alderdice
Drew Allen
Elizabeth Au
Margaret Au
Stacy Bemaugh
Chris Blackford
Keith Blaser
Chris Brasfield
Grace Bruenderman
David Bums
Jenny Corum
Ashley Courtney
Justin Cress
Tony Damico
Nicole Estenfelder
Raegan Gibson
Nicole Hawn
Adam Henze

Coaching Staff: Judy Woodring
Jace Lux
Bonnie McDonald
Greg Robertson
Matt Gerbig
Doug Mory
Chris Grove
Joe Day

Kate Hertweck
Ryan Howell
Lindsey Nave
Jacob Peregoy
Jenni Purcell
Hanna Reliford
Alex Rogers
Nick Romerhausen
Evelio Silvera
Rebecca Simms
Courtney Smith
Joel Smith
Jen Taylor
Katie Tyree
Jordan Wadlington
Caleb Williams
Jeff Woods
Courtney Wright

-------------------------- -------------------------
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Students celebrate differences
BY MEGAN ENGLE

Herald reporter
People deal with diversity
issues throughout their lives.
Sometimes diversity can
break people apart, and someti mes it can bring people
together.
.
"We have a really diverse
campus, more diverse than
any one would realize," said
Molly Kerby, enrollment management instructor.
Beginning at 11 a.m. today
on DUC South Lawn, people
all over campus will come
together for the third annual
"Diversity Rocks."
"It's really a celebration on
campus for students, faculty
and staff to celebrate that
we're all here on a college
campus together with different
backgrounds,"
said
Azurdee Garland, Campus
Activities Board assistant.
"Diversity Rocks" will be-

gin with a cookout. Foods
such as hamburgers, hotdogs
and veggie dogs will be featured.
The rest of the day will be
filled with special events.
Musical guests, such as a
female blues band and the
band Lost River will perform.
There will also be two drum
circles, a number of solo
artists and an open mic.
Games will be held
throughout the day, including
wheel- chair races.
At 1 p.m., Dan Renzi from
MTV's Real World Miami will
speak. He will address issues
that most college students deal
with, such as adjustment to
college, safe sex, sexual preferences and peer acceptance.
"This is an event for all
organizations on campus to
show their support for diversity,"
said
Tish
Duvall,
University Bookstore office
assistant. "It's supposed to be

a fun time."
The day's events should
conclude around 5 p.m.
"Diversity Rocks" was
started three years ago when
Kerby was a approached by a
student, Michael Brockman,
who made the suggestion to
gather all of the organizations
on campus together for one
huge event.
"I like to give him the credit," Kerby said. "It was pretty
much started by just the two of
us."
Kerby said this year the
number of organizations from
around the community and on
campus participating has
grown.
"There's a lot of diversity
on
our
campus,
and
("Diversity Rocks") is a good
way to see what other people
are into," she said.

Reach Megan Engle at
features@wkuherald.com.

A Meal Membership
Saves y OU Money! Take a
Sign up for a
Meal Membership
before the end of
the semester and
receive a FREE t-shirt!! April 29 DUC Food Court
April30 Garrett Food Court
May 2 - Topper Cafe

Fresh Food Company - purchase dinner.

Membership
1 Meal Swipe
($3.14)

Dollars
$5.75

Big R

Doi

Cash

$6.2

$6.75

DUC Food Court- ( a dinner "meal equivalency")
purchase 1Chick-fil-A.Sandwich, Fries, Cole Slaw
and 22 oz Drink

OR
Stop by the WKU
Dining Services
Office, DUC 124,
to sign up fo~ your
Membership.

Dining~

Membership
1 Meal Swipe
($3.14)

Dining
Dollars
$5.21

Big Re
D
$5.

Cash

$5.85

This example is based on a 14 Meal Membership + $250 MP

'Monk' not good, not bad
Grade: C+
BY ZACK SPARKS

Herald reporter
It's always hard to review
movies like "Bulletproof Monk."
It's one of those movies that isn't
that good, but isn't that bad
either. It was made just to entertain, and for the most part, it succeeds.
Hong Kong acting legend
Chow Yun-Fat stars as a monk in
charge of protecting a scroll with
the power to give its reader total
world domination. But his time
to protect the scroll is coming to
an end, and he must find his successor.
Enter Seann William Scott,
who appeared in such "classics"
as "Dude, Where's My Car?"
and "American Pie."
Though Scott is·a pickpocket,
Yun-Fat believes Scou is his successor. The majority of the
movie is Yun-Fat and Scott trying to keep the scroll out of the
hands of an evil Nazi who tried
to steal the scroll 60 years earlier.
What really struck me about
the movie is the fact that it knows
it's a spin-off of other action
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flicks, mainly "Rush Hour." angles are just plain dumb, and
Scott's character even says so the movie lacked that sense of
when a subway train tushes by style that pervaded "Rush Hour."
The editing is also a
him and he deadpans, "Hmm.
headache, with some shots lastRush hour."
Yun-Fat, to this reviewer, ing for just a split second. The
doesn't have the same charm that movie may have been trying to
Jackie Chan does. (Granted, instill a sense of frantic action,
Chan uses his fight scenes for but it really just became annoycomedy elements, whereas Yun- ing after a while. At times, it
Fat seems to lean toward show- became difficult to tell exactly
ing off technical fighting what was happening.
But the movie was still
prowess.) And Scotl most certainly is no Chris Tucker, both in enjoyable. It found that mix of
action, humor, drama and coolterms of talent and humor.
But Yun-Fat and Scott seem ness that exudes from other simto strike a chord with each other, ilar movies like "The Matrix."
Scott, while his talent leaves
and their comedy works well.
The movie is more of an action much to be desired, still manfilm, with less comedic elements ages to fend well with the material he's given. With more time
than some of its peers.
The fight scenes, while being and experience, he could turn
really cool, also totally rip off into a viable comedy star, someeffects and moves from other thing like a poor man's Adam
flicks like "Crouching Tiger, Sandler.
"Bulletproof Monk" is a cool
Hidden Dragon." But a few of
the moves that Yun-Fat flips and movie that can be a good divertwirls through are really fascinat- sion for people who like this
type offlick. Overall, I wouldn't
ing and well done.
Another gripe I had with the say it's totally "bulletproof."
movie was that director Paul But it certainly does take a lickHunter, a veteran of music ing and keep on ticking.
videos and commercials, really
didn't seem to know what he was Reach 'Zack Sparks at
doing. Some of the camera features@wkuherald.com.

Groups awarded for spirit
BY ADRIANE HARDIN

Herald reporter
Student Government Association is settling an old
score.
SGA Congress awarded
$10,000 to three organizations based on their performance in last year's Campus
Spirit Award competition
after the groups were denied
their money.
Omega Phi Alpha service
sorority received $5,000 for a
first place finish. Phi Delta
Theta fraternity received second place and was awarded
$3,000. Kappa Delta sorority
finished in third place and
received $2,000. The Baptist
Student Union earned a fourth
place finish but received no
monetary award.
Twelve organizations participated and received points
based on attendance at athletic competitions, campus service and participation in various homecoming activities.
Sears said there was a
"communication
error"
between last year's SGA president Leslie Bedo and a major

"We had kind of for-

gotten about it and
expected not to get it."
- Laura Ressler
Omega Phi Alpha
president

donor for the award, and as a
result, the money was not
rewarded to the organizations
at the correct ti me.
Sears would not go into
detail about the error.
"It was just a communication breakdown," she said.
Sears said several organizations on campus expected
to receive award-budgeted
monies.
"These people have been
waiting for this money all
year," Sears said.
Laura Ressler, a senior
from Evansville, Ind., and
president of Omega Phi
Alpha, said the members
stopped waiting for the
money after the fall semester.
"We had kind of forgotten
about it and expected not to
get it," Ressler said.

Sears told congress that,
because SGA had the money
to rectify the situation, they
should make it right and win
back the respect of the organizations.
"There is a lot of stuff we
can do with that ($5,000),"
Ressler said. "We are really
thankful to SGA for doing
that."
Susan Hoehn, a junior
from Mount Vernon, Ind., and
president of Kappa Delta
Sorority, didn't have much to
say about the award being late
but said she was just happy
the sorority received it.
"Our' girls are really
involved in a lot of things on
campus, and it's really an
honor to be recognized with
the Spirit Award," she said.
"Getting the Spirit Award is
going to boost the morale of
the girls. It will encourage the
girls to stay involved."
Herald reporter Shawntaye
Hopkins contributed to this
story.
Reach Adriane Hardin at
news@wkuherald.com.
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No Appointment Needed!

Early Bird Special 7-llam

~~turd~y, AprH 2G Gpm-9pm

$3.50 per session (Deluxe Units Only)
• Sorority Merchandise Available
• 10% off any packages & products not already on sale
(with WKU ID)
• 15% off with Sorority Letters on packages &
products not already discounted
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50°/o Off All Sorority Items!

A fun creative place to paint & play!

1243 Magnolia St.
(off 3 t-W ByPass)

Convenient Hours
Monday-Friday 7am-10pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am-7pm
Open 7 days a week

783-0830

2495 Scottsville Rd
783-0107
In The K-Mart Shopping Center

i
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Lunch Special

Carry Out Special

10" 1 topping

14" Spinach Alfredo
& Breadstix

$4.99

$11.99

10:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Offer expires 4-29-2003
Valid only at Russellville Road location
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~

Delivery or Carry Out
Coupon Required.
Valid only al participating locations. Customer
pays all applicable sales tax. Not valid with any
buy one gel one free offer. One coupon per order.
Minimum delivery order of $5 or more.
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Offer expires 4-29-2003
Valid only at Russellville Road location

Coupon Required.
Valid only at participating locations. Customer ~
pays all applicable sales tax. Nol valid with any
:&IIA
buy one get one free offer. One coupon per order. ..:.~.=Hnl==~~
Minimum delivery order of $5 or more.
•
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---------------~---·1 I Get A Cinnapie
Delivery Special
16'' 1 topping
For Only

$7.99
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Offer expires 4-29-2003
Valid only at Russellville Road location

I
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.
Coupon Required.
Valtd only at participating loc::uions. Cu"itomcr ~
pays all applicable sales tax. Not valid with any
buy one get one free offer. One coupon per order. ~
Minimum delivery order of $5 or more.
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Offer expires 4-29-2003
Valid only at Russellville Road location

Delivery or Carry Out
Coupon Required.
Valid only at participating locations. Customer
pays all applicable sales tax. Not valid with any
buy one get one free offer. One coupon per order.
Minimum delivery order of $5 or more.
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1.D. is req~ired for all check, debit card, and credit card transactions. We reserve the right to
refuse any out-?f-state checks or temporary checks. Please have your I.D. ready at the time
of payment. Drivers do not carry more than $20. All account orders are subject to approval.
Minimum delivery order of $5 or more.
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Poet Warren to he honored
BY

STEPHANIE TOONE

of Warren, and he has collected
Warren's work for 40 years. He
. The spiril of the nation 's has also written several novels
first
poet
laureate
and on Robert Penn Warren's life
Kentucky. author Robert Penn and literary works.
"You can expect extremely
Warren will be in the air April
intelligent
and scholarly speak27 ~s people gather for a syming," Miller said.
posium about him.
ln the past, the symposium
Those interested in the
author have met annually has gained respect from
a~ound Warren's birthday to Western's faculty. English
associate professor Ted Hovet
discuss his life and works.
The symposium will feature has attended the symposium
for the last seven years.
Jame~ A. Grimshaw, professor of
"We're very
excited,"
En~hsh. at
Texas A&M
Hovet said. "I know that his
Umv~rs1ty, who will give a presspeech will be interesting to
entation called "Collecting
people interested in American
Rob_ert Penn Warren: Con- literature."
f~ss1ons of an Errant BibEnglish associate professor
liographer."
Lloyd Davies agreed.
Engli_sh _professor Mary
"(The sy mposium speakers)
Ellen Miller is the chair of the give talks that are interesting to
advisory group for the Center literary scholars,'· Davies
for the Robert Penn Warren said."They also give talks that
Studies. She said she was are accessible to ordinary peoexcited about Grimshaw's ple."
speech. She said Grimshaw is
Davies said the speakers are
dedicated to the literary works usually close friends, associ-

Hel'a[d reportel'

ates or family members of
Warren. He said he has enjoyed
the symposiums for the last 12
years he has been at Western.
"Speakers always give
interesting glimpses into
Warren's life that you wouldn't
otherwise know about," Davies
said.
Miller encourages people to
attend the symposium.
"I think people will enjoy
hearing about Warren," she
said.
"What can I say? He's one
of the most famous authors of
our time." Miller said
Warren was born in Guthrie
on April 24, 1905. He was a
poet, critic and fiction writer.
He was a Pulitzer Prize winner
for his novel "All the King's
Men" (1946) and for his books
of poetry "Promises: Poems"
(1956) and "Now and Then:
Poems" (1978).
Reach Stephanie Toone at
news@wkuherald.com.

'Day' will help girls succeed
Over 100 expected
to attend event
BY MARCI KACSIR

Hel'ald reporter
Groups on Western's campus are trying to prevent the
science and engineering field
from being an all-boys club.
Girls from fifth to eighth
grade from
surrounding
Bowling Green and Warren
County middle school s will
participate in the second
annual Girls in Science Day,
put on by Women in Science
and Engineering at WKU and
the women's studies department.
The program will start at
8:30 a.m.
Saturday at
Thompson Complex Central
Wing.
Stacy Wilson, an engineering associate professor, said
the day's purpose is to teach

girls that they can be successful in science.
"The purpose of the day is
to introduce middle school
girls to different areas of the
sciences,"
Wilson
said.
"We've known from a study
that girls at that age are typically turned off to the sciences and lose interest in
math and science."
The girls attend three
classes in the morning in
either agriculture, biology,
chemistry, p hysics, psychology or math, taught by
Western professors and aided
by graduate students. After
lunch, they work on a team
project.
"I think it was very successful," Wilson said about
last year's event. "We had
hoped for more girls, but we
didn't really do a good job of
advertising."
Thandi Buthelezi, an assistant professor of chemistry,

helped Wilson organize the
even t and will teach a chemistry class Saturday.
She said she thinks that the
enrollment will improve over
last year and that the event is
better organized after learning from the first year. Last
year, 50 girls attended.
Wilson said, to get the
word out early, they sent
details about the event to the
staff and faculty e-mail lists
and sent letters to all the girls
who participated last year,
Wilson said 69 girls are
enrolled so far. After last
minute registration is over,
she expects the final participant count to be about 100.
"I think we've not only got
more girls, but they're from a ,
lot more different schools,"
she said. "I think that will
help it to grow also."
Reach Marci Kacsir at
news@wkuherald.com.

'Evening of Dance' takes stage tonight
The Game you were Born to Win

Correct Caller
automatically
wins $100

We Play3
times a day

bucks

Birthday Wheel
You could win up to $10,,Qoo,.
Listen for Details

BY JOSH COFFMAN

Herald reporter
Students could relax this week
by lounging on their couches,
watching reruns of old movies and
letting the good times roll. But
Stephen Stone and Jennifer
Tarrazi-Scully want students to
spend at least one day attending
their concert.
Stone, a dance professor, and
Tarazzi-Scully, a visiting professional-in-residence, are co-producing, "An Evening of Dance,"
which will run tonight through
April 29 in the Russell H. Miller
Theatre. The two-act production
features six dance pieces with a
diverse mix of modem music,
ranging from Irish ballads to the
music of the Beastie Boys.
"People should see this instead
of a movie," Stone said."This is an
intellectual and artistic endeavor
that people right here in the
metropolis of Bowling Green are
aspiring to share with the cornmu-

nity in an effort to give them
vibrant and vital stimuli for
thought."
Tarazzi-Scully said she is excited about the dance pieces that will
be highlighted at the concert.
''It's a very contemporary concert," she said. 'We have two
artists who did very modem
work."
Those two artists are Lees
Ginger Hanis and Chris Knutson.
Harris, an instructor at the
University of North CarolinaCharlotte, choreographed ''Visual
Melodies," the first piece in "An
Evening of Dance." Fort Waynebased dancer Knutson choreographed "Between a Rock," a
rock-and-roll piece.
Stone and Tarazzi-Scully also
choreographed dances for the concert. Tarazzi-Scully's is a "genderbending" work entitled, "Arnbiogirrluity."
The piece is a solo performance
about a woman going into a maledominated work place and assimi-

lating herself to the environment.
But Tarazzi-Scully isn't trying
to make a serious political statement.
''I'm not making a commentary," she said. ''I'm just throwing
out ideas and seeing what sticks."
Both Stone and Tarazzi-Scully
look forward to the opening
tonight
''I think all the pieces in this
concert are pretty big pieces of art,"
Tarazzi-Scully said. 'The dancers
have worked very hard, and I definitely believe in my piece."
Reach Josh Coffman at
features@wkuherald.com
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Brian Leddy/Herald
Melissa Robinson, a sophomore from Little Rock, Ark., juggles a soccer ball Monday afternoon at Smith Stadium. Top left: Florence freshman Josh Jones gets carried off by Scottsville

junior Ben Hagan and Harrodsburg freshman Megan Williams as he portrays a wounded soldier in a script for a drama writing class. "It's a great opportunity to be able to develop your
skills when you audition," Jones said. Top right: Junior Kristen Cook and senior Brad DiPasquale, both of Nashville, lounge in the sun. "The sunshine brightens our mood - even though
Brad is already my sunshine," Cook said. The couple has dated for five months.

It's time for class under the trees, hackey sack

snowflakes. Even the walk up the Hill doesn't

and Frisbee in the Valley. Tank tops can come

seem quite as bad when the sun is shining.

out of hiding. and sweaters can be put back in

People are back on front porches, and afternoons

storage. You can almost smell the hamburgers on

are spent anywhere but inside. Daydreaming

the grill. Baseball fans cheer at the crack of the

runs rampant, but finals creep closer. Days are

bat, and games last past sunset. Soccer players

longer, smiles are brighter and going barefoot is

dust off their practice shoes as the football team

the best thing in the world. It's spring on the Hill,

gets ready for the Red and White scrimmage.

and it's good to be green again.

April showers are a welcome relief from winter

- Erica Walsh
Shannon Guthrie/Herald

Shannon Guthrie/Herald
Georgetown freshman Michael McKinney

grills hamburgers Wednesday afternoon at
the Gilbert Hall Luau. Above: "Climbing is
moving meditation," said Matt Page, a senior from Brentwood, Tenn. "Everything else
falls away." A six-year climbing veteran,
Page boulders on a problem called "Tick
March" yesterday at Clifty Hollow in
Bowling Green.
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